INSTRUCTIONS:
Before completing this worksheet, watch and participate in the Let’s Make a Kitchen Drum Set video lesson in the SPAC Learning Library at spaclearninglibrary.org

EXERCISE:
In Music, PITCH is how high or low a sound is.

Can you guess which kitchen objects below will make a low pitch or a high pitch sound?

Draw a line from the picture to the kind of pitch that it makes. If you are unsure, find a large spoon (wooden is best!) and tap the following items gently to compare and contrast the pitches that you hear.

LOW PITCH

Metal Pot

Metal Bowl

Soup Can

Tupperware

HIGH PITCH

Metal Pan

Soda Can

Metal Lid

Find another object to add to your Kitchen Drum Set. Draw a picture of this object below.

BONUS! Does the object you drew make a high or a low sound?________________